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Abdulai Darimani, Third World Network Africa, Ghana (adarimani@yahoo.co.uk)

Mr. Abdulai Darimani is Programme Officer, Environment Unit, for Third World Network, Africa (TWN). TWN Africa is a NGO which carries out Research and Advocacy on issues of social and economic policy that advances the needs and interests of peoples of African and other third world countries (especially marginalized social groups), a fair distribution of world's resources and forms of development which are sustainable and fulfill human needs. TWN Africa works with several communities in the mining regions of Ghana in order to promote their self-organization. It also collaborates with public interest law institutions and NGOs to support litigation for compensation brought by hundreds of farmers against a number of mining companies in Ghana. At the regional/continental level, TWN-Africa collaborates with several right-based and development NGOs working and/or interested in mining and other extractive sector issues. The environment unit of TWN-Africa coordinates and hosts the secretariat of the Africa Initiative on Mining, Environment and Society (AIMES), a pan-African platform for advocacy on mining.

Gilbert Maoundonodji, Group for Alternative Research and Monitoring of the Chad-Cameroon Petroleum Project (GRAMP/TC), Chad (gilmagii66@yahoo.ca)

Mr. Gilbert Maoundonodji is Coordinator of the Group for Alternative Research and Monitoring of the Chad-Cameroon Petroleum Project (GRAMP/TC) in N'Djamena, Chad. GRAMP-TC is an NGO established in 2001 to build the capacity of civil society to monitor the impact of the Chad-Cameroon pipeline on transparency, accountability and poverty in Chad. Its goals include: conducting research and monitoring of the socio-economic, legal and environmental aspects of oil revenues, creating a database for decision-makers, and providing advice and technical support to stakeholders in the process. Mr. Maoundonodji coordinates a regionally-based team that assists with data collection, processing and analysis and has first-hand knowledge of the challenges faced by local communities. He is a PhD candidate in Political Science at the Catholic University of Louvain (Belgium) and holds a postgraduate degree in political science and a masters degree in International Relations and Comparative Politics from that university. He also holds degrees in Social Communication, Journalism and Law. Mr. Maoundonodji is presently a member of the EITI’s international Board.

Ian Gary, Oxfam America, United States (igary@catholicrelief.org)

Mr. Ian Gary is Senior Policy Advisor for Extractive Industries with Oxfam America where he leads the organization’s work on oil and gas issues. Prior to joining Oxfam in September 2005, Mr. Gary was Strategic Issues Advisor – Extractive Industries at Catholic Relief Services (CRS) headquarters in Baltimore from 1999 to 2005. He has held positions with the Ford Foundation as well as international development organizations in the U.S. and Africa. Mr. Gary designed and led the CRS Extractive Industries in Africa Initiative, a four-year old research and advocacy program linking field staff, project support and international advocacy. He is the co-author of the CRS report Bottom of the Barrel: Africa’s Oil Boom and the Poor, released in June 2003 and the February 2005 report Chad’s Oil: Miracle or Mirage? issued by CRS and Bank Information Center. Mr. Gary is an advisor with the World Bank Extractive Industries Advisory Group and was a member of the African Energy Task Force at the Centre for Strategic and International Studies. He is a member of the Advisory Board of the Columbia University Human Rights Advocates Program. Mr. Gary holds a MA degree from the University of Leeds in the Politics of International Resources and Development and a BA from the University of Missouri School of Journalism.
Idemudia Uwafiokun, York University, Canada (uwafiokun@yahoo.com)

Mr. Uwafiokun Idemudia is an Assistant Professor in the Department of International Development and African Studies at York University in Toronto, Canada. He has a B.Sc (Hons) Biological Sciences from the University of Ilorin Nigeria, a Masters degree in Diplomatic Studies from the Diplomatic Academy of London at the University of Westminster, and a PhD in Human Geography from Lancaster University in the United Kingdom. His research interests include sustainable development theory and practice, critical environment and development studies, natural resource conflict and environmental security, business and society relationship and African studies. Recent publications include: Community Perceptions and Expectations: Reinventing the Wheels of Corporate Social Responsibility Practices in the Nigerian oil Industry, Business and Society Review, 112 (4), in press; Corporate Partnerships and Community Development in the Nigerian Oil Industry: Strengths and Limitations, United Nations Research Institute for Social Development (UNRISD), Market Business and regulation, Programme paper 2, Geneva, 2007; and Demystifying the Niger Delta Conflict: Towards an Integrated Explanation. Review of African Political Economy, 33 (109), 391-406, 2006 (with Uwem E. Ite).

Isaac Asume Osuoka, Social Action, Nigeria (asumeo@yahoo.co.uk)

Mr. Asume Osuoka has for almost a decade worked assiduously to mobilize Niger Delta communities that are negatively impacted by oil and gas exploitation activities and led the effort to develop monitoring and advocacy programs in support of change in policy and practice of oil corporations, governments and international finance institutions. Since December 2006, he has been working with Social Action, a project for education, mobilization and solidarity for communities and activists for environmental justice and democracy in Nigeria and the Gulf of Guinea. Before that, he was the Energy and Mining Program Manager at Environmental Rights Action (Friends of the Earth, Nigeria). Mr. Osuoka has been promoting the exchange of experiences and solidarity building in sub-Saharan Africa as coordinator of Oilwatch Africa.

Juana Kuramoto, Group of Analysis for Development (GRADE), Peru (kuramoto@grade.org.pe)

Ms. Juana Kuramoto is an economist and Associate Researcher at the Group of Analysis for Development (GRADE) in Peru. She is a Ph.D. candidate in Policy Studies in Technological Change at the University of Maastricht, and holds a masters of science in public policy from Carnegie Mellon University. Her areas of interest are technological innovation, scientific and technological policy, and mining. She has worked on topics related to mining’s impact on local and regional development, small scale mining, citizen participation in environmental mining management and in innovation of mining technologies. Recent publications include: “Potencialidades y Obstáculos de la Industria Aurífera en el Perú” (2006) and “Transparencia de los ingresos y pagos en las industrias extractivas” (2006).

Kwabena Sarpong Manu, MIME Consult Ltd., Ghana (mime@ghana.com)

Mr. Kwabena Sarpong Manu has over 33 years of experience in government, quasi-government and private consulting in the fields of administration, finance/economics, institutional and public policy analysis. He was for several years with Ghana’s Minerals Commission, including as Director of Finance and Administration. During his time at the Commission he steered the regularization of small-scale gold mining activities and led the establishment of Small Scale Mining Centres in a number of Districts in 1989. He also participated in the institutionalization of the Minerals Development Fund, a facility set up in the early 1990s to recycle part of mineral royalties back to communities that host mining operations, and to support training and research activities in the mining sector. Mr. Manu was Chief Executive of the then State Gold Mining Corporation between 1995 and 1996, after being seconded from the Minerals Commission. He subsequently left public service and established MIME Consult, a firm that has been dedicated to management, economic and institutional issues in mining, water and infrastructure development. He has also operated as an independent consultant for a number of organisations – bi/multilateral, governments, and international NGOs. He has undertaken several stakeholder consultations on a number of community development, regulation, pro-poor and policy issues, and regularly moderates high profile conferences and workshops.